1. Generalities.
DEFINITION. -For each :K€X, let S(x)
be the smallest family of germs in x of subsets of X such that:
(1) a, beS(x) implies aubeS(x) and a-beS(x)', (2) if f is a real analytic function on a neighborhood of x, the germ in x of the set (f(y) > o) belongs to S (x). Then a subset M of X is semianalytic if for each rreX the germ of M in a; belongs to S (x).
1.2. -A locally finite union and a finite intersection of semianalytic sets is semianalytic. The complement of a semianalytic set is semianalytic. A subset of a closed analytic submanifold X' of X is semianalytic in X' if and only if it is so in X. The image of a semianalytic set under an analytic isomorphism is semianalytic. The closure, the interior and the boundary of a semianalytic set are semianalytic. A semianalytic set is locally connected. The family of the connected components of a semianalytic set is locally finite. A finite cartesian product of semianalytic sets is semianalytic. There exists a fundamental system of normal neighborhoods of the origin. Now let Q be a normal neighborhood for a normal system H^(o ^ k < h ^n). For each k == o, ..., n, let us define is called the normal decomposition of 0 f 01 * the given normal system; the sets T^ are the members of the decomposition.
Let c be a point of the real analytic manifold X. A normal system fftî n X centered at c is a pair (9, <9tcS) , where cp is a coordinate map cp : U -> 9 (U) c R 72 such that c € [7 C X and cp (c) = o e R 71 and where <9T^o is a normal system in R" centered in oeR". A normal neighborhood for Stt^S is a neighborhood () == CR-1 (Qo), where (?oCcp([7) is a normal neighborhood for «9^o. The normal decomposition of Q for fft^ is the decomposition Q = U cp-1 (1^), the 1^ being the members of the normal k,v.
decomposition of Qo for ^cS. In general, a normal decomposition at ceX is the normal decomposition of a normal neighborhood of c for a normal system in X centered at c.
-(a)
Every normal decomposition in X is finite, and its members are semianalytic sets in X. (r^-ri)n@ ls a nmon of some T^ with j < k; consequently,
(y^_ V^) n 0C U V 1 for each /c = i, ..., n, and \ ) V 1 is closed in @.
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14( c) Let Q === ^ j ri be a normal decomposition at oeR" for
the normal system (H^; o ^k < h^n). Each r$ with o < k < n has the expression r$==(^e0; u==(rri, ..., x/,) €^ and^=^(u),j = A-+i, ..., n), where i2 is an open set in R^, o e ^-and fy are analytic functions on t2 such that H^ (u; fj (u)) == o in ^2 and lim fy (u) = o for eachj == k -{-1,..., n. for each k, %. A normal system fft^S at ceX is said compatible with A if there is a neighborhood basis of c whose members are normal for ^LcS, and whose corresponding normal decompositions are compatible with A. Such neighborhoods are also said compatible with A.
(a) Let Ai• (i = i, ..., s) be a finite family of semianalytic subsets of X and let ceX. Then there is a normal system ffi^S at c compatible with each set A; and, in this case, a normal neighborhood basis for 9VS compatible with each A;. (c) Let 0' (R") be the family of all coordinate maps of R^ defined by the orthonormal bases of R^; 0'(^n) is identified with the space 0(n, R) of the orthogonal matrices of dimension n. Let A,• (i = i, ..., s) be semianalytic sets in a neighborhood of oeR" and let 0'(Ai, ...,A,) be the set of the maps in 0' (R") for which there are normal systems at oeR^ compatible with each A,. Then 0' (Ai, .. A,) is dense in 0' (R^).
B. Homology.
The homology theory used in this paper is that of Borel-Moore for locally compact spaces, as it is presented in [1] and [2] (or in the forthcoming book by G. BREDON [3] ). We only state here for further reference, without proofs, some results not explicitly mentioned in the quoted papers, which are direct consequences of the theory. Unless specifically mentioned, notations and conventions of [2] are preserved. The cohomology is that defined in [4] . X is always a locally compact space, K a principal domain, and Z the integer ring.
1. -Let F be a closed subspace of X and U == Xan exact sequence of homology -F. There exists
()cp is called the boundary homomorphism for the pair F c X. The maps in this sequence will occasionally be abbreviated by f, j and ^, respectively. Let Y be another closed subspace of X, and V = X -Y. Then in the diagram (1. i) (all homology groups with coefficients in K)
>H,(F)---^H,(X)--'--^H,(U)--'-(
all squares commute, but the one with only boundaries, which anticommutes. In the case YcF, we have also the commutativity of
Let us suppose that the family £/a(a eJ) of the connected components of U == X -F is finite. 3. -The local homology sheaf ^(X; K) on X is the sheaf generated by the presheaf U ->H^(U\ K) (U open in X). For each family <D of supports on X, there exists a natural homomorphism The support of ceHt(X; K) is defined as the support of the section A (c).
If the cohomologic dimension dim^X is ^ n,
is an isomorphism ([2], 1.10). Note that if At is a semianalytic set, then dim M ==• dim^M.
4. -Let X be an n-dimensional manifold with a finite number of connected components. The sequence of 2 and the isomorphism J^(X;R)-^(X;Z)(g)R give natural isomorphisms Hn (X; Z) (g) R -^ Horn (^ (X, Z), Z) (g) R and Hn(X; R) -> Horn (H^ (X; Z) (g) R, R).
As H^(X\ Z) is a free finitely generated module, the natural homomorphism
is an isomorphism, and by composition we obtain a natural isomorphism
This isomorphism is compatible with the integer and real homology sequences for a pair McX, where M is an (n-i)-dimensional closed submanifold of X such that M and X -M have a finite number of connected components. Moreover, an isomorphism X,(X;R)->^(X;Z)(g)R is induced. [3] , chap. V, 13.4). In general, we abbreviate 0 (c(g)0 = cQc', for each ce^(X, K) and c'e^(X, K). Let F be a closed subset of X with diniAF == m -i and let V = X -jF. Then the following diagram, in which all homology groups have coefficients in K, is commutative . Then e/^^e^X^is called the fundamental class of X defined by f. In particular, if E is a real vector space of dimension n, each base of E defines an isomorphism E -> R" and consequently a fundamental class of £. Two bases of E define the same fundamental class if and only if the determinant of the matrix of change from one base to the other is positive. Thus an algebraic orientation of E defines a fundamental class of E.
Let E' and E" be supplementary subspaces of E of dimensions p and n-p, respectively. Let e f €Hp(E f ;Z) and e"^Hn-p(E"\ Z) be fundamental classes corresponding to algebraic orientations of E' and E\ Then e'Q e" eHn(E; Z) is the fundamental class corresponding to the sum of the orientations of E' and E" (cf. [2] , 2.11).
C. Currents.
We assume familiarity with definitions and general properties of currents, as given in [8] and [14] . Unless otherwise stated, X is a paracompact difTerentiable manifold of class e" and dimension n, not necessarily connected. <^(X) denotes the space of differential forms on X of degree p and class 0°°, <^(X) the subspace of forms with compact support and Let X be a manifold. T€U^ (X) is said to be o-continuous if there exists a family cp^ (l/e'lL) of coordinate maps of X, 9,,: U-^^uWcK 1 , UcX,
whose domains are a covering of X, such that ^u(T \ U)e:C^'{^u{U)) is a o-continuous current on ^c(U).
The definition is independent of the particular family 0^7. d?'°(X) will denote the space of o-continuous currents on X.
1.2. -Let X be a manifold and W an open set in X. Te^(W) is said to be bounded on X if there is a family ^u(Ue^i) of coordinate maps of X, cp^ : U -> cp^(l7)cR 7 ', UcX, whose domains are a covering of X and such that
Tu=^u(T\ [/nW)e^(^(^nW))
satisfies the following condition, for each Ue^:\\Tu ||r.is finite for every relatively compact open set G in R" with Gccp ( (7).
The definition is independent of the particular family cp^. If T € (^' (W) is bounded on X, T is o-continuous on W.
THEOREM ( :i
).
(a) Let W be an open se-t in X. If Te^^W) has an extension r'e^^X), then T is bounded on X.
(b) Conversely, if Te^^W) is bounded on X, there exists a unique current, T'e^^X), called the simple extension of T on X, such that (c) Let us suppose, under the conditions of (6) , that X is a real analytic manifold. Then || T\\M= o for each semianalytic set M with dim M < ?i. This is a consequence of (6) and the decomposition of M in submanifolds of X of dimensions < ^ (cf. A, 1.3). (a) [/a(a€J) is a locally finite covering of X, and (b) ea^j^OOeJ^^a; Z) is the fundamental class of L/a defined by ^a(B,6.3). Let Ua(aeJ) a difTerentiable partition of the unity on X subordinated to [7a(aeJ). We define, for each ae^n(X),
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i. -Let
here ^a("aa)e^(Va)c^"(R") and only a finite number of terms of the summatory are non-zero. Because of B, 6.2, and known properties of Cauchy integral, a is independent of the family ^a. Moreover,
X.e the family L^faeJ) defines an orientation of X in the sense of [14] , and ^ coincides with the current associated in [14] to such orientation.
J X,e
It is immediate that /is a o-continuous current on X. It is called
the integration current on X defined by eeHn(X; Z). Clearly,
If X is not orientable, Hn(X, Z) = o and we agree j = o.
x,o
Let X be now a manifold not necessarily connected, let Xa(aeJ) be the family of its connected components and X^aeJ'CJ) be the subfamily of the orientable components. For each c e Hn (X; R) and a e J, let Ca = j v ' xff -(c) e Hn (Xa; R). Ca = o or Ca = ^a 0 Ca, where ^ e R and ^a€^(Xa;Z) is a fundamental class of Xa (B, 6), according to a e J -J' or a e J'. We define
It is immediate that ^aA / is independent of the representation
Cy.= ^a (^^(aeJ'). it is known that 7r*(cD(Xi) (g) ^(X,)) is dense in 6D(X) and that, if <^(Xi)(g) (^(Xa) is considered with its inductive tensor topology, then TT* can be extended to a topological vector space isomorphism
PROPOSITION. -The map f: Hn(X; R) -> d^(X), c -> f has
(see [5] , I, § 3 and [14] , § 7). Hence, for each pi^rii (i == i, 2) there exists a monomorphism
such that 5 f 0T(7^+(al0a.2))=5(al).T(a2) for each pair of forms a;€^(X;) (1=1,2). Moreover, the following diagram is commutative (see B, 5).
H^(X; R)(g)J^,(X; R)-^J^,^(X; R)
<4
i/x^ Then we obtain natural isomorphisms
which, in dimension n, are induced by f ' J x Finally, if M is a closed submanifold of X, then the following diagram commutes, as it can be seen from the definitions :
Hf^^M^T^^H^^^M)) i'Mx is the map induced by i : ^, " (M) -> ^ (X). CHAPTER II.
Integration on a semianalytic set.
A. Integration currents.
A lemma on normal decompositions.
Let Ap be a p-dimensional vector subspace of R^. The linear map t'. I{P->Ap is said to be an orthogonal representation of Ap if it preserves the natural scalar products in R^ and R 72 , i. e., if tu.tv = u.u for all u.yeR^. Let T == (fc/) the nxp-matrix corresponding to t under the natural bases e/ (j = i, ..., p) and f, (i = i, ..., n) of R^ INTEGRATION ON A SEMIANALYTIC SET. = J'(M,,cO^ ?,"(...,a/, On account of the condition Cp, it suffices to see that both currents in the case (a) coincide on X-(^Mu^N), and that the currents in the case (b) are equal on X-S, which is straightforward. B. Stokes' Theorem.
2). (b) I(M) is compatible with restrictions to open subsets, that is, the following diagram commutes for each open set W in X :
(M;R) I(M) >^(X) •M,j7n^ \^x,pr
Projections of normal decompositions.
In this section a minor modification to normal decompositions is introduced, which will be useful for the proof of Theorem 2. i.
Let 9t 1 will denote the member pT^~1 corresponding in this way to /^; fi^ o and fi, i, will denote the constant functions equal to -dp and + dp on ^_irf~1, respectively. l.i. PROPOSITION. Jn such case : Let us consider a fixed normal system ffi'Ss and its neighborhood Qs. In the following lemmas the other normal systems will not be used, so the subindex s will be dropped from all notations. N will always denote the closure of N in Q. 
